
 

 January 23, 2017  
To whom it may concern:  
My name is Janine Christopher-Osgan. I am writing to you today on 
behalf of my friend and co-worker, Michael.  
The other day Michael came to me and told me that he was writing  
a letter to advocate about the harsh treatment he is feeling after his  
release from the sentence that he fulfilled.  
My empathy for him is incredible. I am a sexual assault survivor. I  
was drugged at an outdoor concert in Central Park. I still do not  
remember anything except when I offered to take that drink. I  
should have known better. A total stranger had seen that my  
situation was not right. He took me away from the two men that  
were groping me in public and do not know how long I was with  
them or what else happened. I do know how I felt the next day and  
it was not good, my body felt assaulted. Had it not been for that  
stranger, I do not know what else could have happened.  
Those two men did not have my consent to touch me in the ways  
that they did. I did not consent to have drugs put in my drink. I did  
not consent to take any drugs offered by them. Their intentions  
were obviously harmful and wrong.  
This is why my empathy for Michael is the way it is. When he read  
aloud his letter of advocacy, I started to cry. Why was he going  
through such a harsh punishment? This was something that this  
girl consented to and did not tell him the truth about herself. When  
you are that age of your early 20’s and you see a pretty girl hanging  
out by a bar, you will assume that she is of age. You will also  
assume that she is of age when she chooses to engage in sexual  
intercourse.  As a sexual assault survivor, I consider this an 
outrage how Michael  
has to continue with this harsh sentence. Yes, he fulfilled his jail  
sentence, but you cannot deny that he is still in some sort of prison  
on the outside. Probation, no library, no mall, no internet, no  
church, no job advancements and many other restrictions are not  
fair to him. How can he move forward in society if his restrictions  
are this strict? After all, how unfortunate that some other people  
who act out crimes that are more heinous and seem not have such  
a hefty price as Michael has?  
We advocate this change so people like Michael who happen to get  



into trouble with the law, can come out after and be able to change  
for the better. To rehabilitate is the action of restoring someone to  
health or normal life through training and therapy after  
imprisonment, addiction, or illness.  
In Michael’s situation, this is not the case. He is trying to move  
forward and cannot with restrictions that have been imposed on  
him. I stand by him and hope for change. Advocate the unfairness  
not only for only him, but also to others in the same predicament.  
Incarceration in America has increased dramatically over the past  
30 years. Misdemeanor and hysteria-driven felonies have smothered 
the prisons and make it difficult for those to get back on their feet. 
Changing the system has to happen now.  
Sincerely,  

Janine Christopher-Osgan 


